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SIMONIDES REDIVIVUS
Redivivus is not a word to be brought out and batted around every time a few more shreds
of an ancient writer come to light. It does seem apt, however, on those comparatively rare
occasions when new material appears that for the first time gives us a real sense of the style
and character of an author's work. So it was in 1967 with the portfolio of Stesichorus
fragments published in volume XXXII of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri; and so it is now, a
quarter of a century later, with the fragments of elegies of Simonides in volume LIX.
It has not been easy hitherto to appreciate the reasons for the high reputation that
Simonides enjoyed in antiquity. Of his melic poetry some 270 verbatim fragments are to be
found in PMG, and another 70 or so (at least) in SLG.1 But of these hundreds of fragments
scarcely a dozen contain more than three lines of continuously legible text; and of them not
more than two or three offer anything to kindle any keen sense that we are in touch with a
great poet. Of his epigrams we have precisely two whose authenticity is reasonably
assured.2 Of his elegies we had, till now, something approaching fifty verbatim fragments,3
but it was hardly possible to derive from them any clear idea of what a Simonidean elegy
might have been like. The longest piece, one of thirteen lines, had a question mark over its
authorship; the question mark has now gone, but the passage has turned out to be a
conflation of two separate fragments.4
The new fragments, admirably edited by Peter Parsons as P.Oxy. 3965, are 47 in
number. The majority of them are, as usual, too exiguous to be informative. A few,
however, are of sufficient substance in themselves, or overlap sufficiently with fragments
previously known, to yield bigger patches of text than we have had before. What is more,
some of these patches can be grouped together as belonging to the same poems, so that we
begin to get glimpses of larger pictures.
The elegies represented in the two papyri (2327 and 3965) appear to fall into two
categories: narrative poems about the great battles of the Persian Wars, and sympotic elegy
of the more traditional sort. We can distinguish two poems in the first category and three in
the second. In what follows I will try to recover the sense of parts of these five poems, and

1 I refer to the fragments of P.Oxy. 2623 ( = S 319-386, 'Adespota'), identified as Simonides by E.Lobel
in P.Turner (1981), 21 f.
2 The epitaph for Megistias, Hdt. 7. 228. 3 (Epigr. 6 Page); IG I2 673 + 850 (CEG 270). It is plain from
Herodotus' words that Simonides was not known to him as the author of Œ je›nÉ égg°llein, that damp
squib so often extolled by nineteenth-century historians of literature for its 'classical restraint'. Cf.
Wilamowitz, Sappho und Simonides, 204 n. 1.
3 Besides those printed under Simonides' name in the first edition of IEG there were the fragments of
P.Oxy. 2327, printed as Adesp. Eleg. 28-60, but identified as Simonides by Lobel, op.cit. 23.
4 Fr. eleg. 19 and 20. 5-12 in IEG II2 (1992), formerly fr. 8.
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to bring out the most interesting considerations that arise from contemplation of the new
material. I hope that this offering of ink to a ghost will enable him to speak to us more clearly
than he has hitherto.
POEMS ON THE PERSIAN WARS
It was known that Simonides celebrated several of the great battles of 480 and 479, in
verse of more than one genre. In the typically confused Suda notice on Simonides we read:
ka‹ g°graptai aÈt«i Dvr¤di dial°ktvi ≤ KambÊ!ou ka‹ Dare¤ou ba!ile¤a ka‹ J°rjou
naumax¤a ka‹ ≤ §pÉ ÉArtemi!¤vi naumax¤a diÉ §lege¤a!, ≤ dÉ §n %alam›ni melik«!:
yr∞noi, §gk≈mia, ktl. It seems highly unlikely that the reigns of Cambyses and Darius
formed the subject of a poem or poems (as Schneidewin supposed), and "Xerxes'
sea-battle" is equally suspect, especially as Artemisium and Salamis are mentioned
separately. Bergk, PLG4 III 423, saw the essence of the corruption: "at auctor, quem
sequitur Suidas, ut Simonidis aetatem describeret, haud dubie dixerat vixisse poetam
regnantibus Cambyse, Dario, Xerxe."5 We are left with the statement that Simonides wrote
(1) an elegy on the Battle of Artemisium and (2) a melic poem on that at Salamis. Other
sources give notice of (3) a melic poem on the Battle of Artemisium (PMG 533), (4) a
narrative about the Salamis battle, genre unspecified (Plut. Them. 15.4, Vit. Pind. l.c.), and
(5) a narrative about the Battle of Plataea in elegiacs (Plut. De Herod. malign. 42, 872d).
Bergk identified (1) with (3) and (2) with (4), assuming that diÉ §lege¤a! and melik«! in the
Suda entry should be transposed. This seemed persuasive.
The new material puts a different complexion on the matter. It confirms the existence of
an elegiac poem on the Battle of Plataea and shows that it was on an ample scale. It also
provides apparent confirmation of the statement in the Suda that there was an elegiac poem
dealing with the Battle of Artemisium.6 This removes the basis for altering ≤ dÉ §n %alam›ni
melik«!. In the first edition of IEG, accepting Bergk's reasoning, I included the two (extra
Sudam) references to a Salamis poem, which Page quotes under PMG 536, and tentatively
associated with them two small elegiac fragments that looked as if they could have to do with
a naval battle. In the second edition I retained this arrangement, adding P.Oxy. 2327 fr. 31,
now that this papyrus was known to be Simonides. I probably ought to have discarded the

5 He then cites Vit.Pind. (Ambros.) p. 2. 21ff. Drachmann, §p°balle d¢ to›! xrÒnoi! %imvn¤d˙ √
ne≈tero! pre!but°rƒ: t«n goËn aÈt«n m°mnhntai émfÒteroi prãjevn. ka‹ går %imvn¤dh! tØn §n
%alam›ni naumax¤an g°grafe, ka‹ P¤ndaro! m°mnhtai t∞! ~ Kãdmou ba!ile¤a!, with C.Schneider's
emendation J°rjou for Kãdmou. In IEG II1 112/II2 114 I have proposed a form of words for the Suda's
source.
6 See Parsons's notes on 3965 fr. 20 (p. 41). The testimony to a melic poem on the same theme (PMG
533) looks unassailable, so we must accept that there were two compositions in different genres on the same
subject.
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heading ≤ §n %alam›ni naumax¤a and the testimonia referring to it; the other fragments (69) may equally well have come from the Artemisium poem, or some other.7
The Battle of Artemisium
We cannot discern anything of the structure of this poem. Its special mention in the Suda
entry (where the Plataea poem is not listed), and the fact that the scholiast on A.R. 1. 21115c cites it simply as ≤ Naumax¤a, suggest that it was a substantial composition.
Something of its style can, I think, be gathered from the new fragment most securely
assigned to it, 3965 fr. 20 = fr. 3 W2 . Simonides related a version of the lÒgo! that
Herodotus 7. 189 reports as being current — perhaps he had Simonides' poem in view —
that the great storm which wrecked a good portion of the Persian fleet before the battle arose
in response to a prayer by the Athenians to Boreas and Oreithyia. An oracle had advised
them to seek help from their gambrÒ!, and they identified this "in-law" as Boreas, who had
carried Erechtheus' daughter Oreithyia off from Attica. We knew that Simonides referred §n
t∞i Naumax¤ai to the sons of this union, Zetes and Kalais (sch. A.R. l.c. = PMG 534),
and now we catch a mention of them in the papyrus: line 4 éyanãtvn] ﬁ`Òt`h`ti: t`[, 5 ZÆthn
ka‹] KãlaÛ[n. Simonides, then, was happy to embellish his narrative with this story of divine
succour. Lines 10 f. may refer to the swift running of the two Boreads:
10
§l]ã`foi!i y[oo›! ‡!a ?
( )]i`htÉ ±`#[kÒmoio] kÒr[h! (Oreithya?)
The following lines deserve close attention.
12
yãl]a!!an Í[pÚ] t[r]ugÒ`!: a[
ég]l`a`Ò`fh`mon èlÒ`!`[
]v`n: t¤na d` ` [ `] ` l`vp`[
15
]v`tex`[
]eno`n[
From the epic epithet of the sea, étrÊgeto!, which many of the ancients understood to
mean 'bottomless', i.e. having no trÊj (sediment at the bottom), Simonides has derived the
poetic image of the trÁj yalã!!h!. The Boreads roused a storm that stirred the sea up
from its lowest depths: rinan d¢ yãl]a!!an or the like. What next? The imposing
compound églaÒfhmo!, hitherto known only from the late Orphic Hymns (31. 4) and from
the name of the legendary Thracian who initiated Pythagoras into the Leibethrian mysteries
and bequeathed his name to Lobeck's Aglaophamus, occurs twice among the new fragments
of Simonides. The other place is 3965 fr. 22. 5 ( = fr. 10. 5 W.2 ), where Achilles is
apostrophized as koÊrh! eﬁn]a`l¤h! églaÒf`h`[me pãÛ, and the meaning must be "of
glorious renown". What or whom did the adjective qualify in the present passage? I can
think of only one plausible answer: tam¤hn ég]laÒfhmon èlÒ!, a reference to the Old

_uu_
_uu_u u
_uu_u
_uu_uu_
_uu_uu

7 Simonides' praise of Megarian seamanship (PMG 629) may have come either in the melic poem on
Salamis or in one of the Artemisium poems. Cf. Hdt. 8. 1. 1 and 45.
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Man of the Sea.8 He is in the accusative, so he too appears to be affected by the Boreads'
activity. The couplet may have gone something like this:
rinan d¢ yãl]a!!an Í[pÚ] t[r]ugÒ!: í[n d¢ g°ronta
≥geiran, tam¤hn ég]laÒfhmon èlÒ!.
In the next line it seems certain, from the accented t¤na following a high point, that someone
is asking a question. The narrator? It is much easier to suppose that it is the Old Man, roused
from his repose and enquiring what is afoot - rather as Aeschylus' Darius, roused from the
lower world by the Persians' clamour, asks
t¤na pÒli! pone› pÒnon;
!t°nei, k°koptai, ka‹ xarã!!etai p°don.
But a speech by the Old Man of the Sea might be expected to be prophetic, not merely
questioning. I restore exempli gratia
e‰pe d¢ ye!p¤z]vn: t¤na d`Ø` [t]h`lvp`[Ún ékoÊv
doËpon ëyÉ Í!m¤nh!] Œte x[roÛzÒm]enon;
"And he spoke in prophecy: 'What is this distantly perceived noise, as of battle, that I hear
brushing my ears?'" In the sound of the rising storm he hears the coming clash of arms.9
This is all very rococo. It is the sort of thing we know well in Nonnus but did not expect
in the 'chaste' classical period. Has the urge to restore led us so far astray? Did we miss
some alternative way that would have led to equally plausible results? If so, I will be obliged
to anyone who can point it out. Meanwhile it may be in place to recall Ibycus' rhetoricaldecorative use of divine myth in contemporary context, a tendency more extensively
disclosed by recent papyrus finds.10 Such conceits were to become commonplace in
Hellenistic verse, but they had classical origins.
The Battle of Plataea
This is now the Simonidean composition of which we have the largest remains. One piece
extends over 45 lines, and several others of lesser dimensions can be assigned to the poem
with more or less confidence. The large fragment has revealed a crucial fact about the
structure of the work that could not have been predicted. The narrative was preceded, like an
epic rhapsode's narrative, by a hymn, the two parts being linked by a farewell and transition
on the same pattern as those seen in many of the Homeric Hymns and in Hesiod's
Theogony. The hymn occupied some thirty lines at least , and the link passage ten. The
narrative part must have been much longer; hardly less than a hundred lines, perhaps much
more. But the poem did not fill a roll. In both 2327 and 3965 it shared accommodation with
sympotic elegies.
8 Aiolos is tam¤h! én°mvn, Od. 10. 21; Poseidon is tria¤nh! tam¤a!, Ar. Nub. 566, etc.
9 For thlvpÒ! of sound cf. Soph. Ph. 216 thlvpÚn ﬁvãn. The interpretation of the letters ]v`te as the

dual Œte is supported by the variant :v:[ (rather than :vi[) written above (-m]en)on.
10 ZPE 57, 1984, 23-32.
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The poem was thus effectively a mini-epic in elegiacs. The Artemisium elegy may or may
not have had a similar form. It was not an entirely new form, for we know of one precedent
from a century and a half earlier. I refer to Mimnermus' elegiac poem on the Smyrnaeans'
repulse of Gyges, which bore the epic-style title Smyrneis, began with a 'prooimion'
involving two generations of Muses, and contained narrative of sufficient amplitude to
include speeches.11 The subject matter was analogous: a glorious victory, against all rational
expectation, over a powerful barbarian invader. This is just the sort of event that captivates
the people's imagination, inspires new poems (plays, films ...), and demands to be
measured against the great events of past times. Mimnermus was too young to celebrate the
Hermos battle (which his own name perhaps commemorates) at the time when it was fought,
but Smyrna's pride in it burned on for decades, and it was still a potent theme when he came
of age. Xerxes' defeat was very quickly taken up by tragedians who normally looked back to
the heroic age for their subject matter. At the end of the fifth century Choirilos of Samos was
to give it full epic treatment. No one in Simonides' time ventured to go to that length, but
Simonides did what Mimnermus had done, presumably not without having Mimnermus'
precedent in mind. We may guess that these elegiac epyllia were designed to be performed,
as entertainment, in that setting in which elegy was usually performed, with aulos
accompaniment.
The discovery that the Plataea poem began with a hymn is less surprising than the fact that
the hymn was addressed to Achilles. He is apostrophized as koÊrh! eﬁn]al¤h!
églaÒfh[me pãÛ,12 and again as yeç! §riku[d°o! uﬂ° | koÊrh! eﬁn]al¤ou Nhr°o! (frr.
10. 5 and 11. 20 W.2). Achilles' cult as a hero is well attested, and in some places he was
even venerated as a god.13 That Simonides accorded him the latter status may seem to be
implied by his choosing him as the subject of his prooimion, for so far as we know, the
rhapsode's prooimion was always addressed to a divinity.14 On the other hand, yeç!
§riku[d°o! uﬂ° carries the suggestion that Achilles is not himself a god; there is emphasis on
his momentous death; and Simonides does not ask any favours from him in the extant lines.
The farewell at 11. 19 (éllå !Á m¢]n nËn xa›re) would have been the natural place to do
so. Instead Simonides turns at that point to the Muse for assistance. Why, then, the initial
focus on Achilles? Possibly the poem happened to be composed at the time of some festival
or ritual in Achilles' honour, and Simonides took his cue from that.
In the concluding lines of the hymn, if I have interpreted the remains correctly, Simonides
refers to Achilles' heroic death and funeral, and appends a series of reflections: (a) it was
only by Apollo's agency that Achilles was struck down, for no mortal hand could have done

11 Mimn. frr. 13-13a; cf. my Studies in Greek Elegy and Iambus, 74.
12 For the form pãÛ cf. fr. 64. 10 (pentameter end) pãÛn.
13 See E.Diehl, RE XXII. 11; H.Hommel, Der Gott Achilleus, Sitzungsber. Heidelb. 1980(1).
14 Heracles is treated in h.Hom. 15 as having been received in Olympus, and as having the power to grant

éretÆn te ka‹ ˆlbon.
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it without the god's help; (b) Troy was after all destroyed, Alexander's sin being at length
punished by divine justice; (c) the victorious Greeks obtained undying glory thanks to
Homer, who got the whole truth of the matter from the Muses. Here is the passage with the
supplements suggested in my edition; they are of course quite uncertain in detail, but it is my
hope that they correctly reflect Simonides' train of thought.
p`a`›`[!°] !` `[
!Á dÉ ≥ripe!, …! ˜te peÊkhn
µ p¤tun §n bÆ![!ai! oÎreo! oﬁopÒlou
ÍlotÒmoi tãm[nv!i
pollÚn dÉ ~ ≥r«![
5
∑ m°ga p°ny]o`! laÚn` [§p°llabe: pollå dÉ §t¤mvn,
ka‹ metå Patr]Òklou !É ê`[ggeÛ krÊcan •n¤.
oÈ dÆ t¤! !É §d]ã`ma!!en §f`[hm°rio! brotÚ! aÈtÒ!,
éllÉ ÍpÉ ÉApÒll]vno! xeir‹ [tupe‹! §dãmh!.
Pallå! dÉ §ggÁ]!` §oË!a pe`[rikle¢! ê]!t[u kaye›len,
10
!Án dÉ ÜHrh, Pr]i`ãmou pai!‹ x[alept]Òm`[enai
e·nekÉ ÉAlejã]n`d`r`o`io kakÒfr[ono]!, …! t`Ú`n` [élitrÒn
éllå xrÒnv]i` ye¤h! ërma kaye›le d¤`k`[h!.
to‹ d¢ pÒli]n p°r!ante! éo¤dimon [o‡kadÉ ·]konto
f°rtatoi ≤r]≈vn` èg°maxoi Danao¤[,
15 oÂ!in §pÉ éyã]n`aton k°xutai kl°o! én`[drÚ!] ßkhti
˘! parÉ ﬁop]lokãmvn d°jato Pier¤d[vn
pç!an élh]ye¤hn, ka‹ §p≈numon ıp`[lot°r]oi!in
po¤h!É ≤m]i`y°vn »kÊmoron geneÆ`[n.
As Parsons observes (p. 32), the choice of theme implies a comparison of the Persian
War to the Trojan, and an analogy between Simonides' present role and Homer's.15 The
victors of Plataea, and above all the Spartans under Pausanias, will get their undying glory
with the help of Simonides. Parsons (p. 31) aptly cites Theocritus 16. 34-57, where
Simonides and Homer are adduced successively as poets without whom many men's
accomplishments would have fallen into oblivion. He is no doubt right in seeing that passage
as a reminiscence of this one. Contemporary parallels for the thought are to be found in
Pindar (Pyth. 3. 110-15, Nem. 7. 11-16, Isth. 3/4. 53-60). But whereas Pindar regards
Homer as liable to embellish the reality with beguiling inventions (Nem. 7. 20-3), Simonides
treats him, here and elsewhere, as a guarantor of truth, and speaks of him in terms of
unqualified admiration (fr. eleg. 19, 20. 13-16 W2; PMG 564).
In lines 23-8 Simonides introduces the theme of his recital: the men who saved Sparta and
Hellas from the danger of enslavement. The prediction that they will enjoy

15 He adds 'a possible parallel between Achilles and Pausanias'. But it is hard to descry any point of
similarity between the two warriors' careers.
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[kl°o!..]..éyãnaton (28) underlines the parallel with the Danaoi who were invested with
éyã]naton ... kl°o! thanks to Homer (15). But in stating his intention of perpetuating the
memory of great deeds into the future (24 ·na ti! [mnÆ]!`e`t`a`i` Ï`[!teron aÔ?), Simonides
anticipates Herodotus (Book 1 init.). I wonder if there was anything similar in Mimnermus.
At 29 the narrative begins with the Spartan army setting forth from home, accompanied
by their heroes, the Dioskouroi and Menelaus, and led by Pausanias. The latter is mentioned
prominently and, as it seems, honorifically:
33
toÁ! dÉ uﬂÚ! ye¤oio Kleo]m`b`[r]Òt`ou ¶j`[a]gÉ êri!t[o!
]ag`. Pau!an¤h!.
In the ten remaining and increasingly broken lines of fr. 11 W.2 the progress of the
expedition is traced to the Isthmus, the Megarid, and Eleusis; Herodotus' parallel (but much
fuller) account helps to suggest restorations.16 It looks as if Simonides kept the gods'
favouring attentions in view. He has referred to the Spartans' supernatural escorts; in 39 we
seem to have ye«n terãe]!`!i pepoiyÒte! (corresponding to the good sacrificial omens
mentioned by Hdt. 9. 19. 2), and in 42 mãn]t`i`o! ént`i`y°o`u`[, viz., the army's seer whom
Herodotus identifies as the Iamid Teisamenos and whose prophecies before the battle will be
related in fr. 14. All this, taken together with the earlier reference to the divine justice that
overtook the Trojans, may suggest that Simonides saw the Persian disasters too as a
punishment decreed by the gods. This was also Aeschylus' interpretation, and no doubt a
widely popular one at the time.
Fr. 13 must have followed fr. 11 after a not very long interval, since it stood in the
column following 11. 13-27 in Oxy. 2327. The armies are now close to the field of battle.
Lines 8-13 read
ˆfrÉ épÚ m¢n MÆd[vn
ka‹ Per!«n, D≈rou d[¢
10
pai!‹ ka‹ ÑHrakl°o`!`[
o„] dÉ §pe‹ §! ped¤on [
eﬁ]!`vpo‹ dÉ ¶f[a]nen` [
]r`e!te[ `]o`nt`[
The Medes and Persians are here set in opposition to the sons of Doros and of Heracles.
On the Greek side, in other words, the emphasis is on the Peloponnesian Dorians, that is, in
the context, the Spartans.17 Line 11 surely refers to the Greeks' descent from their first
position on the slopes of Cithaeron (Hdt. 9. 19. 3) to the Asopus plain where the Persians
were encamped (9. 25. 2-3). In the 'Simonidean' epigram IG 7. 53 (16 Page) the place is
identified by the phrase §n ped¤vi Boivt¤vi, and so we may supplement
16 By the way: in Hdt. 9. 20 Ma!¤!tio! ... tÚn ÜEllhne! Mak¤!tion kal°ou!i, MAK- invites
emendation to MAI%-.
17 For the reference to the Heraclidae here cf. Hdt. 9. 33. 3 LakedaimÒnioi d¢ ... mi!y«i §peir«nto
pe¤!ante! Tei!amenÚn poie›!yai ëma ÑHrakleid°vn to›!i ba!ileË!i ≤gemÒna t«n pol°mvn.
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o„] dÉ §pe‹ §! ped¤on [Boi≈tion eÈrÁ kat∞lyon.
At this juncture Herodotus sets out the two armies' dispositions; compare Sim. fr. 15.
Then, after a lengthy explanation of how Teisamenos came to be the Spartans' seer, he
relates the results of this expert's divination. 9. 36 oto! dØ tÒte to›!i ÜEllh!i ı
Tei!amenÚ! égÒntvn t«n %partiht°vn §manteÊeto §n t∞i Platai¤di. to›!i m°n nun
ÜEllh!i kalå §g¤neto tå ﬂrå émunom°noi!i, diabç!i d¢ tÚn ÉA!vpÚn ka‹ mãxh!
êrxou!i oÎ. I believe that this announcement by the seer is to be recognized in the difficult
fr. 14 (3965 fr. 21). Direct speech seems to be guaranteed by 3 ]egv, whether it was §g≈ or
a verb such as prol°gv. There is mention in successive lines of a river, an initial pressing
forward (?), a terrible disaster, and everlasting memory. A coherent restoration is not easy to
devise, but the following may catch the essence.
prol]°gv pot`amoË l`a`[o›! §y°lou!in
˜tti p°rhn mã]r`cai pr«ta b[i]h[!am°noi!
5
deinÚn émai]mãketÒ`n te k`ak`[Òn: m¤mnou!i dÉ ¶!e!yai
n¤khn, ∏! mnÆ]mhn ≥mata pãnt[a mene›n.
But the prophecy does not stop there. It evidently continues, and widens its scope, in the
following lines. 7, ]!`i`[ `]!ela!e`ineu!`anto[, clearly contains §lã!ei, "X will drive (out)
U",18 and neÊ!anto[!, "with the approval of" (Zeus). I cannot see anything likelier than
7
...... .. §j ÉA]!`¤`[h]! §lã(!)ei, neÊ!anto[!
(Zeus), kai]nØn !umma`[x]¤hn fil°v[n (v.l. tel°vn).
If §j ÉA]!¤[h]! is right, 'Asia' will here mean 'Ionia', and the reference will be to driving
the Persians out of that part of the world. A masculine subject, not Zeus himself: who but
Ares? He appears as an agent in some of the rhetorical 'Simonidean' epigrams of the period
(45. 2, 47. 2, cf. 15. 1 Page; CEG 421). ZhnÚ! ÖArh! will be too long for 8 if Ékai]nØn is
rightly restored. But the sentence must overrun into 9 by one or two words, as is shown by
the position of gãr at the caesura of that line:
9
...... ....].nvi gå`r [ `] `[ ` k]rhp›da t`[
So there is room for ÖArh! (iamb or spondee) there, or just possibly at the beginning of
7 (ÖArh! !fÉ), though that would involve an abrupt asyndeton. The space after neÊ!anto!
might be filled by some adverb, or perhaps by ÉAyÆnhi. We also need an expressed object.
Here, at a hazard, is a possible reconstruction of the whole passage:
MÆdou! dÉ §j ÉA]!`¤`[h]! §lã(!)ei, neÊ!anto[! ÉAyÆnhi
Ùc¢ DiÒ!, kai]nØn !umma`[x]¤hn tel°v[n
ÖArh!: eÈdã]f`nvi gå`r` [Í]p`[Ú k]rhp›da t`[anÊ!!ei
10
nÆ!vi, ëdhn] §`pã
` [` gvn eÈp]o`r¤hn b[iÒtou,

u__

18 This future is otherwise first found in Xenophon and the Hippocratic corpus; KB II 416 cites
"parelã!!ei! c 427" (which should be C 427), but this is an inferior reading. Perhaps §lã!ei already had
some currency in Ionic in Simonides' time, or perhaps it is a late corruption of §lãei.
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parba!i«]n d¢ [d¤khn lÆc]ei pot¢ F`[o›bo! ÉApÒllvn.
tÒ!!a m¢n ÉIam¤dh! manti]p`Ò`l`v`[i !tÒmati
ye!p¤zvn proÊfaine.]
Unless this is completely on the wrong track, it appears that Simonides' poem was
composed sometime after the establishment of the Delian League, whose aspirations or
achievements are here summarized. Simonides has taken the historical fact of Teisamenos'
interpretation of the omens before Plataea - "advance across the Asopus and we lose; wait
here and we win" - and, picking on this as the fateful moment of decision, upon which hung
the whole outcome of the war, he has developed it into a far-seeing vaticination of the
glorious future that was there waiting to be chosen. Here we recall the prophecy of the Old
Man of the Sea in the Artemisium poem, and wonder whether it served a similar purpose.
The account of the battle itself still lies ahead. I have conjecturally assigned to it fr. 17
(3965 fr. 19), connecting Dh`m`ht[ in the first line and dhrÚn [ in the fifth with the decisive
engagement round the shrine of Demeter Eleusinia at Argiopion (Hdt. 9. 57. 2); cf. Hdt. 9.
62. 2, §g¤neto mãxh ﬁ!xurØ parÉ aÈtÚ tÚ DhmÆtrion ka‹ xrÒnon §p‹ pollÒn. It was
here that Mardonios was killed, and n¤khn énaire›tai kall¤!thn èpa!°vn t«n ≤me›!
‡dmen Pau!an¤h! ı KleombrÒtou toË ÉAnajandr¤dev (63. 2-64. 1). But there are 24
line-beginnings in the fragment, and I cannot catch any sense-connections between them.
The greater part of the poem is lost. But from what we have we can see that it was
characterized above all by grandeur, not only of scale but also of style. The initial hymn to
Achilles struck an epic note for the composition and set the conflict against Mardonios upon
a heroic plane. It is full of elevated language, Homeric and para-Homeric epithets, and there
is even an epic simile (fr. 11. 1-3). There is no change of register as we move into the main
narrative. Corinth is dignified as §pikl°a ¶rga Kor¤nyou (11. 35) or as p Ò l i n
GlaÊkoio, Kor¤nyion ê!tu (coupled with the Homeric Ephyra, 15. 3); Megara is N¤!ou
pÒli! (11. 37); the Peloponnese is [n∞!o!] Tantal¤dev P°lopo! (11. 36); Attica is
[ga›a] Pand¤ono! (11. 41); the Spartans are D≈rou ka‹ ÑHrakl°o! pa›de! (13. 9 f.).
The human heroes are assisted by gods; Teisamenos is made into a Homeric seer like
Helenos (Il. 7. 44 ff.), who can report on the Olympians' deliberations and sketch out the
whole plan of the events that are to unfold. History is shown subject to divine justice, to the
nod of Zeus.
SYMPOTIC ELEGIES
We had little of these till now. A couple of improvised requests for delicacies; a couple of
phrases in praise of wine; a thirteen-line fragment on the brevity of life, which many people
(including Wilamowitz, Diehl, and Maas) preferred to assign to Semonides of Amorgos; that
was all. The new papyrus gives us a feeling of wealth.
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Lives, leaves
Firstly it confirms that those thirteen lines came from the elegies of Simonides of Ceos.19
However, it shows that the first five lines, which stand only in the oldest manuscript of
Stobaeus (S), were a self-contained excerpt, and that 6-13 should have been separated from
them by a new heading, toË aÈtoË, as these lines now appear in Oxy. 3965 fr. 26 preceded
by remnants of verses unknown. They are followed by a recommendation to pay heed to
something old Homer once said, and at least three lines seem to have been devoted to praise
of Homer's timelessness and infallibility. Here is a conjectural restoration of the passage (fr.
20. 13-19 W.2):
...... ...(.)] frãzeo d¢ pala[igen°o! ¶po! éndrÒ!:
∑ lÆyhn] gl≈`!!h! ¶kfugÉ ÜOmhr`[o! •∞!,
15 koÎ min] pan`damã[tvr aﬂre› xrÒno! oÈdÉ épamauro›,
oÈd° ß p]v cu`dr∞i! e[Âlen §pÉ éggel¤hi!,
…! nËn] §`n ya`l`¤hi!i` [ka‹ eﬁlap¤nhi!i mata¤v!
aﬁe]‹` §@!treptoi [måc patageË!i lÒgoi (v.l. §#!tr°ptvn)
éndr]«n ¶nya ka‹ [¶nya.
As the elegy was presumably performed in sympotic surroundings,20 these last lines would
be a humorous put-down of other people's efforts. Simonides must have gone on to say
which particular sentiment of Homer's he wished to be remembered. There is a good chance
that the Homer quotation in the first Stobaeus excerpt (fr. 19 W.2) in fact belongs here, a
few lines after the passage which we had thought it preceded.21 It fits the context perfectly,
and makes for an excellent example of ring composition:
Fr. 20. 5
When he is young, a man is foolish.
A
7
He has no anticipation of old age or death, and does not
appreciate the brevity of mortal youth and life.
B
11
But you must learn this lesson and make sure you enjoy life.
13
Take heed of what Homer said—
C
14
he has escaped oblivion, and never proved false,
D
17
in contrast to the sophistries of present-day elegy—
E

19 As I had argued in Studies, 179 f., though with some reservation about the authenticity of the verses,

which I no longer see any reason to question.
20 Among the minor fragments of the new papyrus we find probable or possible mentions of garlands
(27. 4, 30. 3, 32. 4), Dionysus (30.5) a pa›! §ratÒ! (27. 5), and a bãrbito! (29. 3; see my Ancient Greek
Music (1992), 57 f., especially n. 47).
21 Suggested by Parsons, 43.
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Fr. 19. 1
3
4

and one thing the Chian poet said that was finest of all:
o·h per fÊllvn geneÆ, toiÆde ka‹ éndr«n.
Few men have taken that properly to heart,
for they have (false) expectations,
that grow naturally in the breasts of the young.
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Spots on the ivory
Secondly, in view of the overlaps of 3965 with 2327 we are now able to identify as
Simonides the author of that intriguing fragment of 2327 which was Adesp. eleg. 28;22 it is
now Sim. eleg. 21. Here is the main portion, lines 3-9, with a new restoration of line 8:
⊗
o]È` dÊnamai cux`[∞i] p`efulagm°no! e[‰]nai ÙphdÒ!:
xru!«pin d¢ D¤k[hn ëz]omai éxnÊ`me`no!,
5
§]j o tå pr≈ti!t`a` neo[tref°]vn épÚ mhr«[n
≤]met°rh! e‰don t°rm[ata pa]i`de` ˝h!,
k]u`ã`[n]eon dÉ §lefant¤neÒn [tÉ énem¤]!geto f°`[ggo!,
po¤hn] dÉ §k nifãdvn [∑n neoyhl°É ﬁ]de›n.
éllÉ aﬁd]∆`! ≥ruke, n°ou d`[ ` `] `i`[
] Ïbrin.
Simonides announces that he can no longer maintain circumspection in ministering to his
soul, that is, in allowing himself enjoyment of the good things in life.23 He has, albeit with
pain, respected the golden visage of Right24 ever since he saw on his young thighs the signs
that his boyhood was at an end. Dark hairs sprouted to speckle the ivory white; the image of
the ivory and the theme of the colour contrast on the maculate thighs are no doubt drawn
from Iliad 4. 141-7. In the next line the metaphor changes. The previously unblemished
thighs are now represented by nifãde!, snows. What was the complementary symbol
representing their maculation? I think the picture must be of a snow-covered field in which,
as spring approaches and the snows melt, spots of grass begin to appear here and there.
Diffugere niues, redeunt iam gramina campis. It is a brilliant image, not just pictorially apt
but hinting at the burgeoning of sexual vigour.25
Where is the poet heading? He has always striven, hard though it was, to stay on the path
of right; Éaﬁd≈! held him in check; but now he is unable to minister to his soul
pefulagm°nv!, with proper caution. It is evidently a love poem. The degree of

22 I wrote some notes on it in Studies, 167 f.
23 Cf. 20. 12 cux∞i t«n égay«n tl∞yi xarizÒmeno! with Studies, 180, adding Eur. Supp. 884 (cux∞i

for fÊ!ei cj. Lenting). Perhaps I was wrong, in editing 21. 3, to substitute a vocative for the papyrus'
presumed cux[∞i]; the sense is not greatly affected, but ÙphdÒ! is easier with a dative expressed.
24 Cf. Soph. fr. 12 tÚ xrÊ!eon d¢ tç! D¤ka! d°dorken ˆmma, Eur. fr. 486 Dikaio!Ênh! tÚ xrÊ!eon
prÒ!vpon. In quoting these two passages, Aristoxenus (fr. 50 Wehrli) forgot Simonides.
25 Related imagery perhaps in line 11 ]ofÊlloi!. For po¤h metaphorically in an erotic context cf. Archil.
196a. 23 f. §! poh[fÒrou! k]Æpou!, Pind. Pyth. 9. 37 §k lex°vn ke›rai meliad°a po¤an. A possible
alternative supplement would be ênyea.
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introspection is unusual, but the general category, "I am in love, but reluctantly", is familiar.
In this case it is not just that the poet is apprehensive of the pain and stress of love. He feels
it to be somehow discreditable. We can compare Theognidea 1341 f. (Euenus fr. 8c),
aﬁa›, paidÚ! §r« èpalÒxroo!, ˜! me f¤loi!in
pç!i malÉ §kfa¤nei koÈk §y°lonto! §moË.
That poem, if 1341-50 are all one piece, is addressed to a Simonides, and he may well be
our Simonides.26 Perhaps Thgn. 1271-4 comes from the same period or circle.
The Happy Island
The advent of 3965 fr. 27 welds what were three scrappy Adespota (29-31) into one
coherent fragment of singular beauty (22 W.2). It followed the snows fragment quite closely
— there were probably less than twenty lines between them — but it comes, to all
appearance, from a different poem, doubtless the next in the book. In lines 5-18 Simonides
is describing a journey that he wishes he could make to that island of shady trees and
pleasant breezes where he might be reunited with the fair Echekratidas, erase the wrinkles of
old age, and enjoy the perfect pleasures of song, fragrant garlands, and a delightful
companion.
5
prÆ!!]oimi k°leuyo[n,
fÒrton êgvn Mou!°v]n` kÒ!m[o]n` ﬁo!`[t]e`fãnvn,
eÈag°vn dÉ éndr«n §!] ßdo! polÊdendron ﬂko[¤mhn
e!`[....] eÈa°a n∞!on, êgalma b`[¤ou:
ka[¤ ken] ÉExek`[rat¤]dhn janyÒtr[ixa to›!de geraio›!
10
Ùf`[yalmo›!in ﬁd]∆`n xe›ra lãboim`[i f¤lhn,
ˆf`r`a n`°`o`[n] x`[ar¤e]nto! épÚ xroÚ! ên[yo! ée¤h,
le¤bo+i dÉ §k bl`[efãr]vn ﬂmerÒenta [pÒyon.
ka¤ ken §g[∆ metå pa]i`dÚ! §n ênye[!in èbrå pãyoimi
keklim°no!, leuk`å`!` fark¤da! §kt`[Ú! §l«n,
15
xa¤th[i!i]n xar¤e`[nt]a` neoblã!t[oio kupe¤rou
p`[oik¤lon] eÈany°a ple[jãmeno! !t°fanon:
Mo[Ê!ai!] dÉ ﬂmerÒenta ligÊn p`[rox°oim¤ ken oÂmon
érti`[ep°a] nvm«n gl«!!an é[pÚ !tÒmato!.
The island must be the Isle (or one of the Isles) of the Blest, where it is attractive to believe
that the best people go after death.27 Echekratidas can reasonably be identified as that ruler of
Larisa whose son Antiochus was one of Simonides' patrons.28 He is dead now, but
Simonides recalls him as an old and dear friend.
26 Sim. eleg. 33. 4 o]Èk êxari! ge[ recalls Thgn. 496 (also from an elegy addressed to Simonides,
presumably by the same poet), xoÎtv! !umpÒ!ion g¤netai oÈk êxari.
27 See Parsons, 46 and 49.
28 Theoc. 16. 34 with sch. (PMG 528), see Gow II 312; Y.Béquignon, RE Supp. XII 1051 f.
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6 Simonides would take some songs with him. For the expression cf. fr. 11. 23
mel]¤frona k[Ò!mon éo]id∞! [≤met]°rh!, and Solon 1. 2, Parm. B8. 52, Pind. Ol. 11.
13 and fr. 194, Democr. B 21, Orph. fr. 14.
7 V.1. polÊumnon. The supplement at the beginning, besides being suitable for the
sense, has the merit of helping to account for the presumed corruption of eÈ*a°a (n∞!on) to
eÈag°a in the next line. Otherwise one might opt for eÈ!eb°vn, with an eye on the
yãlamo! or x«ro! eÈ!eb°vn of fourth-century and later epitaphs (CEG 545, Call. epigr.
10. 4 Pf.; Rohde, Psyche8 II 383 (Eng. II 571 n. 133); [Pl.] Ax. 371c).
13 metå pa]i`dÒ!: Echekratidas? Perhaps rather an unspecified couching-companion. Cf.
fr. 27. 5, Sol. 24. 5; Anacreont. 42. 3 f., 50. 13-20. For èbrå paye›n cf. Sol. 24. 4,
Thgn. 474 (a poem to Simonides).
What was the context of this idyllic fantasy? The elegy was surely addressed to
Echekratidas' son Antiochus or to some other member(s) of the family. Aristides, Or. 31. 3
(PMG 528), implies that Simonides wrote a lament for Antiochus' death and that it referred
to the prince's grieving mother, Dyseris. This melancholy event had probably not yet
occurred at the time of our elegy, or Simonides might have pictured Antiochus in the Happy
Island rather than his father. Simonides already feels old, but that need not exclude a date as
early as the 490s.29
Preceding the passage quoted above are the line-ends 1 ] `o`io yalã!!h!, 2 ]r`ou!a
pÒron (f°]rou!a, subject a ship?), 3 ]m`eno! ¶nya perana`[. After it, we find the linebeginnings 19 t«nde ` [, 20 eÎpomp`[ (corrected from eÎkomp`[). I suspect that these are not
part of the Elysian visit — Simonides will hardly have spent seven lines getting from his
embarkation to the mention of his destination — but of its frame: a voyage to be undertaken
by Antiochus, or whoever the poem was addressed to. It was, in other words, a
propemptikon. 30 The word eÎpomp[ is especially suggestive; perhaps eÎpomp[o!
predicatively of a god (e.g. Poseidon), with optative verb.
This provided the point of departure for the imaginary journey. From wishing his noble
Thessalian patron godspeed, Simonides turned aside for a few moments to describe the
voyage he personally would like to make: to the Happy Island, to see Echekratidas again,
grasp his hand, surrender anew to the charm that used to surround him; and himself to shed
the weight of years, to return to the blithe, garlanded, songful times he had shared with his
friend long ago. One may well be reminded of Callimachus:

29 The dates 520-490 given for Antiochus' tage¤a by Béquignon, RE Suppl. XII 1053, seem to be mere
guesswork.
30 Early examples of this 'genre' are Sappho 5, Thgn. 691-2; cf. Sol. 19.
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î pãntv!, ·na g∞ra! ·na drÒ!on ∂n m¢n Èée¤dv
pr≈kion §k d¤h! ±°ro! e‰dar ¶dvn,
aÔyi tÚ dÉ §kdÊoimi, tÒ moi bãro! ˜!!on ¶pe!ti
trigl≈xin Ùlo«i n∞!o! §pÉ ÉEgkelãdvi.
Is the Cyrenaean elegist recalling the Cean?
However that may be, we cannot but feel that in this fragment, more than anywhere else,
we have found the real Simonides, speaking from the heart. And it is wonderful.
ADDENDUM
In fr. 11. 35 f. of the Plataea poem,
]n` ka‹ §pikl°a ¶rga Kor¤n[y]ou
]T`antal¤dev P°lopo!,
the sense is 'they reached the Isthmus and Corinth'. 36 certainly referred to the Pelopponnese
as n∞!o! P°lopo!. But how was the phrase attached to 35? In ed. pr., Parsons thought of
n∞!on dÉ §j°lipon], and I of nÆ!ou tÉ §!xatiØn].
The poet's nephew suggests a different solution. In his first Ode, which is for an
Isthmian victor, he apostrophizes the Isthmus thus (13 f.):
Œ P°lopo! liparç! nã!ou yeÒdmatoi pÊlai.
So perhaps
¶nya pÊlai nÆ!ou] Tantal¤dev P°lopo!.
Oxford
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